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Line Source Arrays (LSAs) are used for sound reinforcement of large listening areas aiming at sound ﬁelds
which are as homogenous as possible for the whole audio
bandwidth. This contribution presents the analysis of
a complex-directivity point source model (CDPS) with
respect to spatial discretization as well as tilting eﬀects
when employing a curved, uniformly driven LSA setup
for a common concert venue. The CDPS-based calculations include far-ﬁeld radiation patterns of baﬄed line
and circular pistons for the modeling of multi-way cabinets with varying discretization between adjacent drivers.
The results are discussed by means of position index
plots (PIPs), i. e. sound pressure level spectra for all
selected receiver points, and far-ﬁeld radiation patterns
(FRPs) as isobar plots. As expected, it will be shown
that sound ﬁelds generated by typical LSAs using rather
large waveguides are corrupted by spatial aliasing. This
can be avoided by applying small individually driven pistons resulting in an increased spatial aliasing frequency.
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Not only the LSA setup but also the geometry under
discussion is schematically depicted in Fig. 1. A total
number of N = 16 LSA cabinets is used. Λy,LSA denotes
the front grille‘s height of a single LSA cabinet and is
chosen to Λy,LSA = 0.372 m. Note that Λy,LSA equals
the straight line length ΔL from the former section and
the front grille top and bottom coordinates of the individual LSA cabinets equal the top (xt , yt ) and bottom
coordinates (xb , yb ) of the respective spiral segments in
this case.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the LSA setup under discussion. A total
of N = 16 LSA cabinets of the height Λy,LSA = 0.372 m are
used.

(1)

The LSA is built from multi-way cabinets with LLF , LMF
and LHF vertically-stacked circular pistons for the low
(LF) and mid (MF), as well as line pistons for the high
frequency range (HF). Ideal crossover ﬁlters with the cut
frequencies fLF,MF = 400 Hz and fMF,HF = 1.5 kHz are
deployed. A modiﬁed Active Radiating Factor (ARF) [3,
Sec. 3.2], [4, Sec. 3] is used to specify the piston dimensions – i. e. the circular piston radius R and the line
piston length Λy – related to the ﬁxed distance between
adjacent piston centers Δy. The ARF of a line piston

The terminal angle of the spiral then reads
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LSA Setup

Following [1, 2] generalized formulae for the positioning
of the LSA elements were developed based on the spiral
curved sources, also known as progressive sources. The
main principle of the respective mathematic analysis is
that a segment between two points of the spiral is deﬁned
by a straight line with the length ΔL, the n-th segment
having the tilt angle γn with n = 1, 2, ..., N . This is
depicted for ΔL = Λy,LSA in Fig. 1. In case of the progressive source, the tilt angle of a segment results from
the tilt angle of the preceding segment and a preset angle
increment, i. e. γn = γn−1 + (n − 1) Δγ. The top segment (n = 1) can have an initial tilt angle γ0 equivalent
to a tilt oﬀset of the whole spiral. Hence, the tilt angles
can be calculated explicitly by
γn = γ0 +

μ=1



(3)

using (xH , yH ) as the initial top position of the ﬁrst segment, i. e. (xt,1 , yt,1 ) = (xH , yH ).

Spiral Curved LSA

η=n
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which is equal to the tilt angle of the N -th spiral segment.
As preﬁgured above, the generalized positioning formulae
of the top and bottom coordinates can thus be written
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reads [4, (21)], [3, Sec. 3.2]
ARFline = α =

Λy
Δy

0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
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whereas the ARF for a circular piston can be written
as [4, (26)], [4, (27)]

2
π 2
π 2R
0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (6)
ARFcirc = α =
4
4 Δy

−10

with two diﬀerent sets of the tilt angles γn ﬁxed according to the intended audience coverage are examined. The
ﬁrst set is compliant to the WST criterion 5 (cf. [3, p.
929]), whereas the second set does not fulﬁll this condition for the maximum relative tilt angle (between adjacent LSA cabinets) that amounts to ca. 5.5 deg for the
used setup and geometry. In Tab. 1 the chosen tilt angles
can be found.
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α is chosen to 0.82 for both the circular and the line
piston – meeting the Wave Front Sculpture Technology
(WST) criterion 1 (cf. [3, p. 917]). Considering the characteristics of multi-way cabinets, diﬀerent piston sensitivities are assumed for the sources in order to obtain
realistic sound pressure levels. Two LSA conﬁgurations
⎧
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⎪
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Figure 2: Venue Slice within the xy-plane with audience
(black) as well as non-audience/ avoid (gray) zones. The LSA
curving is depicted for the ﬁrst set of tilt angles.

Calculation Model
Based on a complex-directivity point source model of bafﬂed piston far-ﬁeld radiation patterns, the sound ﬁeld
prediction equation reads [8, (11)], [9, Sec. 1.1]
P (xm , ω) =

LN


D(x0,i , ω)×

(8)

i=1
ω
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L
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using the e+j ω t time convention. P (xm , ω) denotes the
sound pressure spectrum at the receiver position xm with
[P (xm , ω)] = 1 Pa/Hz. The complex driving function
spectrum D(x0,i , ω) with [D(x0,i , ω)] = 1 Pa/Hz of the
i-th source is directly proportional to the source’s velocity
spectrum. Terming the acoustic transfer function (ATF)
from the i-th source to the receiver points, G(xm , x0,i , ω)
is composed of the free-ﬁeld 3D Green’s function (i. e.

Table 1: Tilt angles of the LSA cabinets for the geometry
used (Fig. 1).

−j ω xm −x0,i 2

c
the spherical monopole) e4πx
, a speciﬁc far-ﬁeld
m −x0,i 2
radiation pattern Hpost (β(xm , x0,i ), ω) and the distance
Δy = Λy,LSA /L between adjacent piston centers (discretization step) for L sources per LSA cabinet. The
far-ﬁeld radiation pattern of the baﬄed circular piston
with the radius R and with a constant surface velocity
is [10, (26.42)]

2 J1 ωc R sin β
,
(9)
Hpost,circ (β, ω) =
ω
c R sin β

With (3) and (4) the front grille center position of the
i-th driver of the LSA is given as
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L
using l = 1, 2, ..., L and i = (n − 1) · L + l for L =
{LLF , LMF , LHF } with respect to the diﬀerent frequency
bands.

denoting the cylindrical Bessel function of 1st kind of 1st
order as J1 (·) [11, (10.2.2)]. Modeling an ideal waveguide
for the HF band the far-ﬁeld radiation pattern of the line
piston with the length Λy can be written as [10, (26.44)]


Λ
sin ωc 2y sin β
Hpost,line (β, ω) =
.
(10)
ω Λy
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Venue Geometry
An arena with audience and non-audience sections, i. e.
zones to be covered and zones to be avoided, is chosen
as the concert venue following a practical example presented in [5, Sec. 6.1]. The venue is modeled by a two
dimensional slice representation within the xy-plane considering vertical radiation as depicted in Fig. 2, cf. [5–7].
M = 29 525 receiver points with m = 1, 2, ..., M are taken
into account. This corresponds to a distance of 0.005
m between the receiver points ensuring a discretization
which approximately equals one fourth of the wave length
at 17.2 kHz.

In line with this modeling, air absorption is neglected,
a constant velocity of sound (c = 343 m/s), inﬁnite,
straight baﬄes and a constant surface velocity are assumed. Note that the sound ﬁeld prediction equation
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(8) correctly synthesizes the collective Fresnel and Fraunhofer region of the whole array if the respective receiver
point is located in the far-ﬁeld of the individual pistons [4]. This does not impose any practical limitations,
as the audience is typically located in some meters distance from the individual LSA cabinets. Precise rearward
and low-frequency prediction are not feasible by means
of this model.

profound investigation of the sound ﬁelds’ characteristics
and the radiation behavior, it may be advisable not to
restrict the graphical evaluation to PIPs and FRPs but
also consider e. g. the sound pressure level distribution
in the whole vertical plane in order to gain more comprehensive insight not only into selected extracts but also
into the entire LSA near-ﬁeld as the audience is typically located at the widespread near-ﬁeld. Furthermore,
it may be helpful for the comparison and evaluation of
diﬀerent setups and diﬀerent driving functions to introduce technical quality measures in the context of LSA
design, for example a ratio of the average sound pressure
levels of the audience and the non-audience zones, following a more quantitative-based and objective approach of
assessment that can make it more convenient to set optimization parameters for electronic control.

Uniformly Driven LSAs
According to the spatial sampling theorem spatial aliasing can already occur for discretization steps which are
larger than half of the wavelength. For the examination
of these unwanted eﬀects, the PIPs and the FRPs of the
uniformly driven LSAs 1 and 2 are depicted in Fig. 3.
An uniformly driven LSA corresponds to an array with
sound ﬁeld adjustment only by geometrical curving and
without additional electronic control. Considering the
number of individual pistons, the LSA1 design complies
with typical LSAs of the ﬁrst generation, whereas LSA2
complies with more recent designs with a larger number
of pistons in the MF and HF band.
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(a) PIP LSA1 – WST5 compliant

(b) PIP LSA2 – WST5 compliant

(c) FRP LSA1 – WST5 compliant

(d) FRP LSA2 – WST5 compliant

(e) FRP LSA1 – not WST5 compliant

(f ) FRP LSA2 – not WST5 compliant

Figure 3: Position Index Plots (PIPs, ﬁrst row) and Far-Field Radiation Patterns (FRPs, second row) of LSA1 (left) and LSA2
(right) – WST5 compliant, i. e. the relative tilt angles (between adjacent LSA cabinets) do not exceed a particular maximum
depending on the setup and geometry, in this case: ca. 5.5 deg. Far-Field Radiation Patterns (third row) of LSA1 (left) and
LSA2 (right) – not WST5 compliant, i. e. at least one of the relative tilt angles exceeds the aforementioned maximum.
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